This guide will outline the choices faculty and students have here at Princeton when they need to record and edit audio. The ETC has many options in our spaces to allow for you to record audio and edit it using software already installed on our machines.

**Software to Record Audio**

Audacity is free and open source that is available at the HRC on all the computers and allows for you to record audio using a recording device like a microphone. The NMC also has this audio recording and editing tool installed on their lab machines. If you need to edit your project after the hours of the HRC and NMC, the J-Street (Julian Street) Library is open 24 hours for students. Audacity is also cross platform so you can install it on your own computer (be it Mac, Windows, or Linux). Audacity also has different filters that allow for you to add effects and to even clean up audio. Audacity also allows for multi-track recording.

**Humanities Resource Center**

The HRC has Audacity software install their lab machines. The HRC also offers microphones and headsets for loan (to use only inside the HRC lab) for faculty and students to record audio. The HRC also has a Viewing Room that is used frequently by students and teaching assistants as a place to quietly record audio using Audacity. Faculty and students can request a one-on-one demonstration on how to use the Audacity. The HRC is located in East Pyne 011. [http://www.princeton.edu/hrc](http://www.princeton.edu/hrc)

**New Media Center**

The NMC has four different audio recording programs installed on their machines that faculty and students can use inside the lab. The four software programs are Audacity, Soundtrack Pro, QuickTime Pro, and Adobe Audition. The NMC also has an audio recording room specifically built for anybody looking for a quiet and private place to record. The audio recording room can be reserved for anytime the NMC is open. Faculty and students can request a one-on-one demonstration on how to use the audio tools. The NMC is located in the Lewis Library. [http://www.princeton.edu/nmc](http://www.princeton.edu/nmc)
J-Street (Jillian Street) Library

The J-Street Library offers 7 different audio recording and editing programs and has a full blown audio recording room (a sound proof audio recording booth). The 7 audio programs it offers are Audacity, Pro Tools, Logic Pro, Reaper, Adobe Audition, Ableton Live, and Garage Band. The J-Street Library is open to students 24 hours a day. J-Street Library runs audio workshops throughout the year on how to use these tools. Faculty and students can request a one-on-one demonstration on how to use the audio tools. The J-Street Library is located in Wilcox Hall in Wilson College. http://www.princeton.edu/jstreet/